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2016 Learning from Documented Lessons: Summary of Interviews 
A. Overview of Main Themes from Interviews 
 
This section provides an overview of emergent themes from the interviews. As the interviews were 
structured they all covered the same main topics and the key points are summarized here. 

 
1. Outcome: How documented Lessons influence project design and  implementation  

 
1. Several interviewees were skeptical of the concept of documented lessons in improving project 
design, particularly within the ADB culture. Others felt that lesson learning might be better suited to 
project implementation. The general feeling was that “we are not doing well” at lessons, and that 
learning is an afterthought in projects. However some sectors were reported as being better than 
others at learning, with transport sector identified as a good performer.  Several interviewees stressed 
the increasing importance of knowledge and learning to the work of ADB.  

 
2. Output: Lesson Quality 

 
2. The majority of interviewees asserted that lessons in evaluation documents such as OPCRs and 
extended annual review reports (XARRs) are currently poor quality, variously described as “sanitized”, 
“beyond useless,” “statements of the obvious,” “watered down,” “generic,” “truisms,” “only 
addressing symptoms” and “unusable.” Lesson quality was reported to be better within project 
performance evaluation reports (PPERs) and the lesson documents created by the risk department, and 
PPER lessons were described as “more candid.” However the general view was that “the poor quality of 
lessons kills the whole system.” 

 
3. Output: Access to Lessons 

 
3. Access to lessons was described as poor, with poor search functionality. Only a few 
interviewees reported use of evaluation information system (EVIS) to search for lessons, and most were 
unaware of EVIS. Electronic Storage and Retrieval System (eSTAR) search was described as rudimentary, 
and finding documents as “almost impossible,” unless the documents were published on the ADB 
website and could be found with Google. 

 
4. Output: Link with guidance documentation 

 
4. Only a few interviewees reported examples where lessons were incorporated into guidance 
notes; describing ad-hoc creation of subsector guidance based on lessons, and the use of checklists to 
transfer lessons. 
 

5. Lesson identification, documentation, and storage 
 
5. Interviewees reported that little priority is placed on identifying and documenting lessons 
within evaluation documents, priority being given instead to the evaluation component. Lesson 
identification is often done by junior staff or consultants, who may have little knowledge of the project, 
and may not have access to the previous project officer. Lessons are often identified before there is 
sufficient post-construction data to judge the success of the project, and sometimes lessons focus only 
on the difference between what was supposed to happen and what was actually done. Interviewees 
reported a lack of training in lesson identification or documentation. They also noted that lessons may 
also appear in more candid form documents other than evaluation documents, such as memorandum 
of understandings (MOUs) and back-to-office-reports (BTORs) (which were out of scope for this study).  
The public nature of evaluation documents mean the lessons in project completion reports (PCRs) are 
filtered during documentation. There is no taxonomy, typology, or classification for lessons. 
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6. Lesson identification and documentation within PPERs is given more attention, and the PPER 
author is trained in lessons evaluation. 

 
7. Interviewees suggested the use of facilitated project meetings to identify lessons, the use of 
knowledge focal points to act as an interface between the operational units and the central 
departments, guidance and training in lesson identification and documentation, taxonomy, or 
“typology” for lessons down to subsector level, and a better lesson template. There were several 
requests for “real time” lesson learning, or collecting lessons “as we go.” 

 
6. Lesson curation and synthesis 

 
8. Many of the interviewees were skeptical about curation of lessons within a lesson database, 
often due to deeper skepticism about the value of documented lessons. Others believed that 
operationally-focused guidance would be very useful for future project leaders. Few interviewees were 
aware of EVIS. Knowledge products were reported as being too dense, too long, and note relevant for 
use by operational staff. Recommendations in PCRs and PPERs are not formally followed up through 
the Management Action Record System (MARS) process. 
 
9. Interviewees suggested the use of short notes or “learning reports” to document lessons for 
internal use, and the creation of short guidance notes or summaries based on lessons from EVIS. IED 
could create these, or the sector and thematic groups. Several interviewees requested a lessons 
database, or an upgrade of EVIS. 
 

7. Lesson retrieval and reuse 
 
10. Interviewees reported that lesson retrieval and re-use is linked with the creation of the report 
and recommendation of the President (RRP), although the RRP document has little space for a full 
discussion of lessons, and how they will be addressed in the project, and RRPs were described as 
seldom being revisited as the project progresses. Most interviewees said they would go to a selection of 
previous PCRs and PPERs to find lessons, as well as looking externally at World Bank reports (which 
were described as “much easier to find”) and at internal summaries from the Independent Evaluation 
Department (IED) and the sectors and themes. Undocumented lessons were also described as being 
brought into the project through peer reviews. Some interviewees pointed out that experienced ADB 
staff “know who to talk to,” but that newcomers are at a disadvantage. Consultants cannot access 
PCRs, so have no access to documented lessons. Those few interviewees who were aware of EVIS 
reported it as having poor search functionality, finding much that was irrelevant. 
 
11. Interviewees suggested discussing lessons from past projects as part of the department review. 
There were several requests for shortening the learning cycle, and for making lesson re-use a 
mandatory element. 

 
8. Enabling environment (governance, prioritization, and relation to other Knowledge 
 Management elements) 

 
12. Interviewees reported many cultural barriers to effective lesson learning, including fear of 
accountability, risk-aversion, “make no waves,” reluctance to appear critical, reluctance to discuss (or 
admit) failure, and a focus on “getting money out of the door” rather than on learning for the future. 
Many interviewees requested an increase in informal undocumented knowledge sharing, as a way to 
begin to address these barriers.  Many made the point that lessons are not prioritized, especially given 
the need to process a high rate of deals, and that management interest in lessons is “not high.”  The 
sector groups were identified by many interviewees as playing a knowledge role, but not currently 
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formally linked to lesson learning.  A couple of interviewees stated that the discussion of knowledge in 
performance appraisals does not form an effective incentive for lesson learning. 
 
13. Various interviewees suggested that lesson documentation should be handled by the sectors 
and thematic groups, Knowledge Sharing and Services Center (KSSC) or IED. They also requested a 
firmer and well-communicated mandate from the Director Generals for lessons and knowledge, with 
associated resources and incentives. Lesson learning should focus on flagship projects potentially 
identifying these as part of the country business plan. There were a few requests for improved job 
mobility as an informal way of learning, and for more regular informal discussion of lessons and 
learning, particularly in an environment that allowed frank discussion. There was a significant desire 
from the interviewees for a change in culture. 
 
A. List of Interviewees 

 
Department Name 
CWRD 1. Mark Prebich, Principal Project Management Specialist 
EARD 
 

2. Ma. Theresa Villareal, Principal Portfolio Management Specialist  
3. Yoshi Kobayashi, Senior Water Resources Specialist  
4. Li Cai, Unit Head, Project Administration 

IED 
 

5. Hans van Rijn, Principal Evaluation Specialist  
6. Hyun Son, Principal Evaluation Specialist  
7. Nathan Subramaniam, Principal Evaluation Specialist 
8. Marco Gatti, Principal Evaluation Specialist 
9. Benjamin Graham, Senior Evaluation Specialist 
10. Lauren Hauck, Senior Evaluation Specialist 

OCO  11. Rikard Elfving, Senior Financing Partnerships Specialist 
OSFMD 12. Ramesh Subramaniam, Director General 

13. Walter Poick, Director 
14. Manmohan Prakash, Advisor, OSFMD and Head, Operations Management Unit 
15. Srinivasan Janardanam, Principal Financial Management Specialist 
16. Galiya Ismakova, Principal Procurement Specialist  

PARD 
 

17. Xianbin Yao, Director General 
18. Paul Curry, Principal Operations Coordination Specialist 

PHCO 19. Joven Balbosa, Principal Country Specialist 
20. Suchin Teoh, Country Specialist 

PSOD  
 

21. Lars Johannes, Senior Results Management Specialist 
22. Stefan Hruschka, Principal Investment Specialist 

SARD 
 

23. Mr. Atsushi Kaneko, Principal Portfolio Management Specialist 
24. Dong Kyu Lee, Unit Head, Project Administration 
25. Hans Carlsson, Advisor and Head, Portfolio, Results and Quality Control Unit 
26. Neeta Pokhrel, Senior Urban Development Specialist 

SDCC 
 

27. AKM Mahfuzuddin Ahmed, Advisor concurrently Technical Advisor (Rural 
Development and Food Security)  

28. Gil-Hong Kim, Senior Director concurrently Chief Sector Officer 
29. Yasmin Siddiqi, Principal Water Resources Specialist 
30. Amy Leung, Deputy Director General concurrently Chief Thematic Officer 
31. Bart Edes, Advisor, SDCC and Head, Knowledge Sharing and Services Center 
32. Young Kang, Knowledge Sharing and Services Specialist 
33. Carolyn Cabrera, Principal Knowledge Sharing and Services Specialist  

SERD 
 

34. Rustam Ishenaliev, PAU Head, VRM (via videoconferencing) 
35. Rehan Kausar, Principal Portfolio Management Specialist  
36. Andrew Jeffries, Director 
37. Angelica  Luz Fernando, Operations Officer 
38. Gerard Servais, Senior Health Specialist  
39. Karen Guzman, Senior Project OfficerNS 
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Department Name 
40. Eri Honda, Principal Urban Development Specialist 
41. Jason Rush, Principal Communication Outreach Specialist 

SPD 42. Bernard Woods, Advisor, SPD and Head, Results Management Unit 
VPKM 43. Bambang Susantono, Vice President, Knowledge Management and Sustainable 

Development 
44. Sonia, Sandhu, Senior Advisor to the Vice President 

CWRD = Central and West Asia Department, EARD = East Asia Department, IED = Independent Evaluation 
Department, OCO = Office of Cofinancing Operations, OSFMD = Operations Services and Financial 
Management Department, PARD Pacific Department, PHCO = Philippines Country Office, PSOD = Private 
Sector Operations Department, SARD = South Asia Department, SDCC = Sustainable Development and 
Climate Change Department, SERD = Southeast Asia Department, SPD = Strategy, Policy and Review 
Department, VPKM = Office of the Vice-President Knowledge Management & Sustainable Development, VRM 
= Viet Nam Resident Mission. 

 
  

https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=560000&caption=Operations%20Services%20and%20Financial%20Management%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=560000&caption=Operations%20Services%20and%20Financial%20Management%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=650000&caption=Private%20Sector%20Operations%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=650000&caption=Private%20Sector%20Operations%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=740000&caption=Sustainable%20Development%20and%20Climate%20Change%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=740000&caption=Sustainable%20Development%20and%20Climate%20Change%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=600000&caption=Strategy,%20Policy%20and%20Review%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=600000&caption=Strategy,%20Policy%20and%20Review%20Department
https://phonebook.adb.org/directory/getContent.do?handler=101&key=930000&caption=Office%20of%20the%20Vice-Pres.%20Knowledge%20Mgmnt.%20&%20Sustainable%20Dev.
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Results of the 2016 Independent Evaluation Department Survey on 
Lessons Learned 
A. Overview of the Survey Results  
 
In terms of the survey, of the 1200 staff surveyed the overall response rate was 34%. The response rate 
for the operational departments was 32% and non-operational1 was 38%.  The response rate by 
Department is in Table 1. Thirty-two percent of the responses were from national staff, 59% from 
international staff and 9% from managers or higher. Of the responses 70% came from headquarters 
and 30% from resident missions. 
 
Table 1: Response Rate by Department 

 
  

                                                
1 ORM and ERCD were excluded because of low response rates. 

86.5% 

44.4% 

26.6% 

26.2% 

26.4% 

42.9% 

39.5% 

15.7% 

38.2% 

30.6% 

34.7% 

Independent Evaluation Department

Office of Cofinancing Operations

Central and West Asia Department

East Asia Department

South-East Asia Department

South Asia Department

Pacific Department

Operations Services and Financial…

Private Sector Operations…

Strategy and Policy Department

Sustainable Development and…
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B. Individual Survey Questions and Results 
 
This section provides Question 1 - Where do you work? 
 

 
 

a) Economic Research and Regional Cooperation Department Omitted due to low representation 
b) Independent Evaluation Department 32 
c) Office of Risk Management (ORM) Omitted due to low representation 
d) Central and West Asia Department 55 
e) East Asia Department 33 
f) South-East Asia Department 58 
g) South Asia Department 96 
h) Pacific Department 30 
i) Operations Services and Financial Management Department (OSFMD) 8 
j) Private Sector Operations Department 42 
k) Strategy and Policy Department 11 
l) Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department 33 
Other (please specify) Omitted due to low representation 
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Question 2 - Where are you based? 
 

 
  
 Where are you based? 
Headquarters 285 
Resident mission 120 
  
 
Question 3 How long have you worked for ADB? 
 

 
  

a) Less than one year 28 
b) 1-3 years 76 
c) 4-6 years 94 
d) 7-9 years 75 
e) 10 or more years 133 
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Question 4 - What is your grade level? 
 

 
 
a) Managerial (Director and above) 34 
b) Technical staff L1-3 24 
c) Technical International staff L4-6 209 
d) Technical international staff L7-8 5 
e) National staff 125 
Other 9 
  
Question 5 – In your opinion, how effective is ADB at learning from lessons in order to improve future 

project design and delivery? 
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Comparison of Results to the same question at IFC 

 
 
 ADB IFC (2015 survey2) Weighting 
Not effective 42 39 0 
Slightly effective 85 236 .25 
Moderately effective 206 432 .5 
Very effective 54 121 .75 
Completely effective 3 15 1 
Weighted average .43 .45  

 
Qualifications to answers 
 
A number of reports on performance evaluation and sector assessments do not appear to have much 
take up or interest from operational departments preparing or designing projects. 
ADB is not so knowledgeable on projects. If a lesson could kill a loan, the lesson may be forgotten.  

ADB keeps repeating the same mistakes in similar projects. Lessons learned are not applied. 

ADB mainly learns lessons focused at its own procedures. it first creates its own constraints and then 
tries to resolve them. 
ADB often designs the next phase of a project even before the mid-term review of the ongoing 
project, which hardly allows for learning lessons. 
Ample room to improve in terms of (i) distilling learnable lessons from project experiences and (ii) 
meaningfully incorporating lessons in design and during implementation.  
Any change proposed based on lessons should be address the root cause and actions should be taken 
holistically  
As an organization, there seems to be little handover between project officers so little continuity on 
evaluation information and/or CAPE, SAPE, PCR/TCR or other evaluation recommendations. 
IED comments to the RRPs are helpful, but need to be provided at the concept stage  

Hardly the lessons are considered in subsequent project design. 

Has IED though about usability of the evaluation archive system and user experience? It is lucky if staff 
can find the relevant lessons from that system. I looks IED keeps producing tons of papers on what 
IED wants to say rather than what the users want to know. 
I observe ADB's tendency to overreact to lessons learned thereby overshooting in designing a 
mechanism to address it. 
In India, every project is unique due to various diverse reasons of geography, culture, demography etc. 

                                                
2 “Behind the Mirror: A Report on the Self-Evaluation Systems of the World Bank Group” IEG 2016 
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Terms and conditions of loans should not be straightjacketed in toto across all loans and sectors. 

Institutional memories are not necessarily shared widely among the staffs. 

IT and other systems do not allow systematic sharing of experience/lessons from past projects. 
Institutional knowledge is largely dependent on staff talking to each other but is not systematized. 
It is a challenge to find or search lessons learned from other projects 

It is very incerted to learn (or to document) a lesson learnt - however it is by far not systematic or 
efficient. 
It's really up to individual staff. 

Learning from lessons should be very effective if staff take time to read evaluation reports and absorb 
its contents. 
Learning seems to be mostly an individual exercise (including through PCRs/TCRs). It is not clear how 
many people read PCRs/TCRs of other colleagues, because most lessons identified in these documents 
are not relevant for them. For this reason, the IED database is almost useless. 
Lessons and recommendation are either too generic or specific. Hence, these are very seldom being 
incorporated in design of projects. 
Lessons are mainly learned in terms of handling constraints we first internally create. ADB by its nature 
is an autistic organization, it is mainly busy with itself, and also only tends to listen only to itself. So 
guidelines we make ourselves, turn out to be too challenging, after which we create innovate ways to 
work within the guidelines. 
No information to assess. 

Not all lessons learnt are implemented in future projects and some are slow to be implemented. 

Only selective recommendations taken into account in designing a new project  

Politics gets in the way 

Project officers work under tight time constraints and tend to replicate what has already been done 
for the sake of efficiency. But the approaches have not always been proved successful (e.g. lack of 
evidence on the actual impact). They also don't have much time to experiment with new approaches / 
test interventions undertaken elsewhere. 
same issues repeatedly raised and never taken on board  

Several lessons learnt from previous projects have not been taken into account in designing new 
similar projects  
sharing the knowledge is not enough 

Still learning 

There is no structured information sharing, case review prep, readily accessible / searchable info on 
projects and, if it does exist, not in sufficient detail to inform design 
too difficult to access lessons, too busy with workload, not enough time to consider and apply 
lessons. 
Using lessons from previous projects is largely hinged on how well the officer does their research and 
homework on similar projects. 
Varies enormously by department, depending on the personalities involved 

We are a risk averse organization.  We are afraid of changes.  We purged those who are vocal with 
idea to improve ADB particularly with the changes. 
We can improve learning by more systematically incorporating experience and lessons  
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Analysis of Answers 
 

Figure 1: Analysis of Answers to Survey Question 5 by Department 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Analysis of Answers to Survey Question 5 by Length of Time at ADB

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 
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Figure 3: Analysis of Answers to Survey Question 5 by Location 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Analysis of Answers to Survey Question 5 by Grade 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 
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Question 6: As your Best Guess, in What Percentage of Cases do these Things Happen? 
 

Figure 5: Answers to Survey Question 6 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 
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a) Lessons are identified and 
documented from a project by the 
project team 

30 124 79 98 47 5 23 0.58 

b) Lessons are identified and 
documented from a project through 
independent evaluation 

21 85 71 112 62 4 51 0.53 

c) A lesson is used to update thematic 
or other guidance documents 

10 56 67 113 87 9 64 0.46 

d) A project team seeks for documented 
lessons from past projects to help with 
their own project proposal or 
implementation 

18 77 83 101 88 9 30 0.49 

e) The search in d) above includes a 
search of the Evaluation Information 
System (EVIS) of the Independent 
Evaluation Department 

4 40 46 64 113 42 97 0.36 

g) Lessons found through search are 
useful and applicable for future project 
design and implementation 

14 80 81 106 60 10 55 0.51 

f) A project team refers to sector and 
thematic guidance notes to help with 
their own project design and 

17 71 89 92 77 8 52 0.50 
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implementation 

h) If useful/applicable lessons and/or 
guidance are found, they are 
incorporated into the project design 
and/or implementation 

30 91 97 84 49 4 51 0.57 

Weight 1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0   

Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 
 

Question 7: Documenting Lessons from Lending and Technical Assistance Projects is... 
 

Figure 6: Answers to Survey Question 7 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
Documenting lessons from lending and technical assistance projects is ... 
a) mandatory 155 
b) expected, but not mandatory 91 
c) recommended rather than expected 62 
d) left to the discretion/motivation of the project   leader 46 
e) discouraged or dis-incentivised in some way 5 
f) I don't know 21 
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Question 8: How often are these methods used to identify and document lessons from lending and 
technical assistance projects? 

 
Figure 7: Answers to Survey Question 8 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 

 

More often 
than not Mostly Sometimes Rarely Never 

I don't 
know 

a) Review or ex-post meeting to 
discuss, identify and document 
lessons during project implementation 

47 62 106 73 13 50 

b) Review or ex-post meeting at the 
end of implementation, to discuss, 
identify and document lessons for 
inclusion into the project completion 
report 

48 59 92 68 14 52 

c) Lessons are incorporated into the 
project completion report without any 
substantive team discussion 

64 75 100 53 8 61 

d) Lessons are identified and 
documented by IED in Evaluation 
reports 

67 90 81 30 8 60 

e) Ad-hoc submission of lessons by 
individuals to a database, blog, forum 
or wiki 

39 21 85 90 33 105 
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Question 9: Where are Lessons from Projects Mainly Stored? 
 

Figure 8: Answers to Survey Question 9 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
a) Within evaluation documents prepared by IED 240 
b) Within project completion reports prepared by the project team 312 
c) Within the Evaluation Information System (EVIS) 103 
d) Within social media technology (blogs, wikis, chat) 15 
e) Within guidance documents or other manuals 69 
f) We do not store lessons anywhere 20 
g) I don't know 41 
Other (please specify) 32 

  
“Other” Answers 
Best source is advice from peers, including through sector group. Documented lessons are of very limited 
relevance to project design but may influence sector strategies. 
Brain of national staff 
BTORs 
BTORs are the best source of real and honest  information 
BTORs, MOUs of review missions and PCR mission 
By informal interactions with colleagues 
by peer reviewer's comments 
change in implementation arrangements memos 
Could improve this 
CPRMs, BTORs, etc. 
g:drive and pc 
In the heads of other project officers, whome you have to consult and interview. IED evaluation documents in 
my experience, tend to focus mainly at judging ADB staff about following templates 
In the sector working groups collective knowledge (not necessarily physically recorded) 
individual expertise 
Individual’s experience are passed down to other staffs. 
It is hidden all over among staff, EA's, contractors etc. However, it is very hard to find to properly document it 
and deploy it new operations.  
knowledge products under the TA or loan 
Mostly individual project officers 
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Peer review and sector group network 
Project administration reports prepared annually 
RRPs, FAST Reports 
Same as in 8 above. 
sometimes in PCRs 
stored in those who were part of the projects 
Storrd by staff in their personal drives and/or unit storage(server) 
There have been attempts to store learnings but these are not easily found under the current infrastructure. 
through good practice event documentations by STGs 
We don't have a formal system to store lessons learned. 
We keep on putting wrong people in the criticial position.  How are we going to know what the consultants 
produce are not crap if we dont have the knowledge?  Why are we keep on telling everyone that we are 
knowledge bank but most of the knowledge are recycled from the Consultant and not ADB's own staff? 
within the EA who may not be able to document the lessons effectively for future ADB use 
Within the heads of people 
Word of mouth among staff 

Source: Independent Evaluation Department. 
 
Question 10: How Aware are you of the Evaluation Information System (EVIS) Lessons Database? 
 

 Figure 9: Answers to Survey Question 10 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department.  

 
a) Not aware 177 
b) I have heard of it but never used it 138 
c) I am an occasional user 57 
d) I am a regular user 8 
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Figure 10: Analysis of Answers to Survey Question 10 by Department 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 

 
 
Question 11: How Successful have you found the EVIS system as a Means for Finding Useful and 

Relevant Lessons? 
 
1. Note this question was asked only to occasional and regular users of EVIS 
 

Figure 11: Answers to Survey Question 11 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey.  
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Question 12: How could EVIS be improved? 
 
2. Note this question was asked only to occasional and regular users of EVIS 
 
Comments 
(1) The data filters such as topics and themes are broad. So, for use of EvIS lessons in an evaluation 
review, there is a need for further categorization of lessons; (2) Maybe the system (in the website) 
should provide a “caveat” for users, e.g., lessons depend on country context and project. Also, one 
should be aware of the general applicability and external validity of these lessons.  
(i) highlight why such lessons - the value of them, (ii) update them regularly to keep lessons relevant 
with the change of time 
Awareness among all project teans including IS, NS and AS 
Better quality lessons, better tagging of the types of lsesons, and more synthesis products by IED that 
draw out and sum up lessons for easy application in fuure project designs 
better quality recommendations are needed - too generic and just statements of commonly known 
things 
better search facilities  
Better search functions using keyboards, better indexing 
Better synthesization of lessons and recommendations. 
Can only improve if PCR/PVR process and format are changed 
Continued dissemination of its value 
continuous fine-tuning 
create blurbs in ADB today on latest updates on EVIS so ADB staff will revert to the system and will be 
used more often 
Don't know 
faster search and downloading 
Focus on solutions, more narrative of the project 
Goal and Outcome of DMF must be standardized based on the sector/thematic strategy linking with 
CSP/COBP. IT must be developed to aggregate all projects for the same sector/theme.  
I have found already useful and provides good information 
IED should engaged sector experts with project processing and implementation experience. In addition, 
IED should allocate adequate time and resources for PVR and PER.  
Improve quality of inputs to EVIS, and refine the search capability. 
improve the format of the pcr for recording lessons 
Interface can be more user-friendly 
It is simply repetitive of information that is more easily found elsewhere.  
It seems it is already a handy tool 
It seems reasonable for now 
It will be helpful to check the quality of the lessons included and also to synthesize or summarize these 
It would be difficult as long as ADB's window-dressing corporate culture persists. 
It would be good to have a summary showing trends in sectors/ themes/ countries.  
It's not the EVIS system per se, but quality of lessons is poor. 
lessons are raw data and needs to be processed to generate more interest 
Lessons should be screened before being inserted in the database. Or perhaps IED can set up a ranking 
mechanism, whereas staff ranks each recommendation from 1-5 (like Yelp, Tripadvisor and other 
websites do) 
Make lessons short and easy to understand. Then invite potential users to ask questions from the 
author/s. From the limited interaction, some of the gems are buried under tons of text.  
Meta analysis as secondary research to draw out practical lessons 
More awareness raising and more training 
more real cases with lessons elaborated 
More sophisticated technology platform, such as a contect management system 
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More user friendly design and retrieving modes. 
Need to be more aware by staff 
no comment 
No comments 
No comments.  
No opinion 
no suggestions 
No suggestions. 
none 
None 
not sure 
Promoting it's use and relevance to RDs especially during project implementation 
regular alert to regional departments; incorporate it as a reference in the RRP template 
relies on the input, without good input it is not a useful tool 
Search filters should work better 
Should include useful lessons 
Staff needs to know how it is useful. 
Strengthening the analytical functionality 
Systemic issue, projects are too specific and designed and implemented within country specific 
circumstances, so lessons from other projects mainly provide guidance on principles (e.g., on country 
ownership, partner coordination, capacity constraints), which should be considered in any case when 
designing a new project. In this context, expert participation in project design is likely more useful than 
a static database that lists lessons from past projects. 
The EVIS needs to be owned by the operations to be useful. 
The lessons themelves need to written up and collated into sector or thematic lessons assessment.  
Through further socialization among the bank 
through greater exposure to operations and linking up with project cycle requirements 
timely update  
To improve readability of EVIS, there should be constant reminder in ADB networks for its usefulness 
and reliability. 
To provide detailed guidelines on writing PCR/TCR 
training 
Unsure 
What is important is to improve the quality of the lessons by ensuring that lessons are better identified, 
discussed and documented by the implementing team at regular stages of the project to make them 
more meaningful. It is also important to develop a real culture of learning, including from errors and 
failure.   
write short blogpost stories about lessons learned.  
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Question 13: Seeking and Incorporating Relevant Project Lessons into a New Project is ...? 
 

Figure 12: Answers to Question 13 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 
 
 

a) Mandatory and reviewed 89 
b) Mandatory but not reviewed 51 
c) Expected, but not mandatory 124 
d) Recommended rather than expected 47 
e) Left to the discretion/motivation of the project leader 41 
g) I don't know 21 
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Question 14: How often are lessons sought to help with these two purposes? 
 

Figure 13:  Answers to Question 15 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 

 
Always 

Very 
often Often Occasionally 

Very 
rarely Never 

I don't 
know 

a) To help the project team develop 
their own project proposal 

34 48 87 112 43 4 45 

b) To help the project team plan 
and deliver their own project 
implementation 

27 51 79 120 48 3 43 
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Question 15: How Easy is it to find Relevant Documented lessons, if you Search for them? 
 

Figure 14: Answers to Question 15 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
Figure 15:  Answers to Question 15 Compares to Answers to the Same Question asked at IFC in 2015 

 
IFC = International Finance Corporation. 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 

 
ADB IFC Weight 

a) Impossible 5 22 0 
b) Very difficult 55 131 0.2 
c) Difficult 160 326 0.4 
e) Easy 86 129 0.6 
f) Very easy 11 8 0.8 
g) guaranteed 3 4 1 
h) I don't know 53   
weighted average 0.4325 0.394194  

ADB = Asian Development Bank, IFC = International Finance 
Corporation. 
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Question 16: Good Quality Lessons are Easy to understand and provide Useful Guidance. In your 
Opinion, What is the Quality of Documented Lessons within ADB 

 
Figure 16:  Answers to Question 16 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
Figure 17:  Answers to Question 16 Compared to answers to the Same Question asked at IFC in 2015 

 
IFC = International Finance Corporation. 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 

 
ADB IFC Weight 

a) All are poor quality 4 9 0 
b) Mostly poor, a few good ones 49 52 0.2 
c) A mixture, with poor outweighing good 77 114 0.4 
d) A mixture, with good outweighing poor 120 196 0.6 
e) Mostly good, a few poor ones 63 161 0.8 
f) All are good quality 10 19 1 
g) I don't know 50 69  
Weighted average 0.535 0.58  

ADB = Asian Development Bank, IFC = International Finance Corporation. 
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Question 17: Which Source of Project Lessons is the Higher Quality? 
 

Figure 18:  Answers to Question 17 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
Lessons from Project Completion Reports  145 
Lessons from IED documents 85 
No difference 60 
I don't know 83 
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Question 18: Other than lessons in PCRs and IED reports, which internal sources of guidance would 
project staff normally consult to guide their decisions? (choose up to five options). 

 
Figure 19: Answers to Question 18 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
a) Ask experienced operational staff 320 
b) Ask central HQ staff (for example IED, KM etc) 101 
c) Country, sector or thematic strategies and reports from SDDC 159 
d) Synthesis reports from IED 78 
e) Guidance notes or manuals 137 
f) Best Practice documents 164 
g) Checklists and tipsheets 61 
i) Use social media technology (communities of practice, thematic groups, blogs, wikis, chat) 38 
h) Reports of other Development Insitutions (MDBs , Bilaterals) 147 
j) None of the above 0 
k) I have no opinion 20 
Other (please specify) 19 

 
“Other” sources 
Aide Memoires 
annual project monitoring reports, credit monitoring reports 
BTORs 
CPRMs and CPSs  
Eclectic gathering of information via discussions, journal reading, etc 
ERCD studies or research 
Front office of the RD 
Google 
Google 
google search, counterparts, other partners 
Industry reports, academic paper  
I've assumed manuals means policy documents? These are the guiding requirements for projects, that 
they comply with ADB policy. 
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peer review process 
peer reviewer 
Peer reviewers and Technical Groups can help. 
Sector Working Groups are the main and best source 
Staff own knowledge.  For example, in power plant construction or road building, ADB should have the 
right ENGINEER and not financial or social specialists as the core team.  Why?  Because our clients are 
mostly ENGINEERS!  If we don’t speak their language, they will loose interest in- and respect to us. 
Systematic review and other external journal papers 
use project documents developed for similar interventions 

 
Question 19: How Systematic is the Process Where New Lessons are Incorporated into Country, Sector 

or Thematic Strategies and Reports? 
 

Figure 20: Answers to Question 19 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
 
a) There is a clear formally defined process for updating guidance based on new lessons 39 
b) There is an informal process for updating guidance based on new lessons 76 
c) Updating guidance based on new lessons is done on an ad-hoc basis 114 
d) Guidance documents are seldom if ever updated 24 
e) I don't know 118 
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Question 20: Which Department currently has Primary Responsibility to Coordinate, Promote, and 
Support Lesson Learning within ADB?? 

 
Figure 21: Answers to Question 20 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
a) Strategy and Policy Department 24 
b) Independent Evaluation Department 104 
c) Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department 63 
d) Economic Research and Regional Cooperation Department. 1 
e) Operational Services and Financial Management  Department 3 
f) Operational departments 46 
g) No department 18 
h) All departments equally 31 
i) I don't know 66 
Other (please specify) 8 

 
“Other Comments 
But IED reports often are avaiable much later than when a new project is being developed so the utility of those 
reports is reduced. 
COP 
Depends on the type of lessons, content, etc 
IED and operational departments 
KSSC which is under SDCC 
OVPKM 
responsability of all, no need for primary, there is no primary 
The formal assignment of responsibility is very different from the informal practice. Regional departments are 
the repositiory of most knowledge adn sector/thematic groups the channel by which it is shared.  
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Question 21: In your Opinion, which Department should have Primary Responsibility to Coordinate, 
Promote, and Support Lesson Learning within ADB? 

 
Figure 22: Answers to Question 21 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
a) Strategy and Policy Department 44 
b) Independent Evaluation Department 74 
c) Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department 71 
d) Economic Research and Regional Cooperation Department. 1 
e) Operational Services and Financial 
Management  Department 4 
f) Operational departments 84 
g) No department 0 
h) All departments equally 61 
i) I don't know 13 
Other (please specify) 12 

 
Comments 
KSSC which is under SDCC 
a department or office directly under VPKM 
COP 
However has the capacity and motivation to do it. 
It depends on the purpose and objectives of the project 
On this responsibility, more close collaboration of IED and SDCC would be of big help. 
or the Technical/Thematic groups 
OVPKM 
responsability of all, no need for primary, there is no primary. 
SDCC IED and RDs 
SDCC, but with the means to do so. The SG and TG are relatively new, still establishing themselves. They should 
play this role. But this requires resources and time. Also, I would caution against making this too bureaucratic: 
this should remain an informal process so lessons are shared openly. Formal documentation leads to extreme 
caution and (self) censorship (particulalry for lessons on what didn't work) 
The sector and thematic groups plus their secretariat for cross-cutting matters 
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Question 22: Which of these Elements are Currently Available to Support  Learning through 
Lessons? 
 

Figure 23: Answers to Question 22 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
a) A clearly defined lessons capture process 54 
b) Training in capturing/writing high quality lessons 55 
c) A quality standard for lessons 35 
d) Skilled lesson capture facilitators 28 
e) Quality control of documented lessons 48 
f) Software to allow lessons to be easily found 36 
g) Lessons champions 25 
h) A "lessons helpdesk" 9 
i) None of the above 73 
j) I don't know 141 
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Question 23: Is Lesson Learning Measured at ADB? (for example measures of numbers of lessons 
Created, number reused, etc.) 
 

Figure 24: Answers to Question 23 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
 

a) Yes 28 
b) No 159 
c) I don't know 177 
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Question 24: What Link is there Between Staff Involvement in Lesson- Learning and Rewards and 
Recognition? 
 

Figure 25: Answers to Question 24 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
a) Negative link - knowledge hoarding and reinvention seem to be rewarded and recognized rather 
than lesson sharing and lesson-reuse 12 
b) No link - involvement or lack of involvement in lesson-learning activity has no effect on reward and 
recognition 148 
c) Weak link - involvement may have a slight effect on reward and recognition 87 
d) Moderate link - involvement often has an effect on reward and recognition 33 
e) Strong link - lesson-learning activity is closely linked to reward and recognition 6 
f) I don't know 78 
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Question 25: Do you Know of Any Projects that failed because Lessons  were Ignored or Missed? 
 

Figure 26: Answers to question 25 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
Yes 72 
No 292 

 
Figure 27: Analysis of Answers to Question 25, by Years of Service at ADB 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 
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Question 26: Please Describe the Project Failure, and the Lesson that was Ignored or Not transferred (If 
you know of several projects, please describe the most serious failure). 

 
Note this question was only asked to people who answered “Yes” to question 25. 
(i) Lack of sustainability infrastructure projects; (ii) lack realism / awareness of political economy 
environment in public sector reform processes 
1. Many small co-financiers were included in a project which complicated project implementation. 
Lesson: Avoid small cofinancing grants  2. Advance contracting not done. Lesson: Make sure your 
project is design and procurement ready   
A community development project was extended with additional financing while the project 
implementation arrangement incl. entire project design were needed to be revisited. Lessons from 
the similar project financed by other donor which was under implementation at the same time was 
not considered and coordinated effectively. The project was cancelled at the end despite the need 
and strong relevance for ADB support.         
A poorly prepared project plagued by corruption and not delivering the outputs (but ADF loan was 
not disbursed much) 
Ambitious targets in the DMF 
Application of micro finances in projects that are not prepared or administered by non-financial 
division, 
Cambodia Railway. Too many to name. See CRP report. 
Chlorination not practiced in a  WSS project, and neither 24x7 supply 
Dilie Urban Water supply sector project approved in Timor Leste in 2007. Sector projects should be 
used when there is capable counterpart, with previous successful experience of implementing 
projects and a good sector plan.  The RRP says - Support for WSS rehabilitation in Timor-Leste since 
2000, including the two ADB implemented WSS rehabilitation projects has generally only been partly 
successful.  It also goes to describe that "for the WSS sector, and specifically for urban water supply, 
achieving tangible, sustainable development results is constrained by (i) inadequate capital 
investment; (ii) inadequate O&M funding; (iii) limited human resources to plan, implement and 
manage water supplies; and (iv)  difficult customer relations. Finally, the 2006 political crisis and civil 
unrest severely damaged the Government’s ability to deliver public services, particularly in Dili and 
specifically water supplies.  We went ahead and approved a sector project.... 
Divestment of state owned enterprise.  Bring to the point of sale and not outright sale. 
during appraisal it was identified that land would be an issue, but the appraisal was unable to 
formulate solutions to address the land issues, project failed to meet the targets because of 
difficulties in acquiring the land.  
EA capacity to absorb loan and handling project implementation issues such as procurement, 
safeguards, project management, financial management etc 
either findings in the feasibility review were not used properly in the design of project or poor quality 
of feasibility review.     
Failure to address affected persons grievances 
Failure to adequately integrate realistic and robust sustainability measures in infrastructure projects 
(sustainable financing mechanisms, operations and maintenance regimes) is very common in project 
design, and ultimately results in project failure.  
Failure to do a proper capacity assessment of an EA, aggravated by lack of functional authority given 
to that EA within the Government 
FSM and RMI fishing company projects in the 1990s - lesson is governments should not run 
commercial businesses.  
Fund flow mechanism hasn't been great in few projects, but the aspect is ignored and one after 
other project are processed.  
I do not want to share it. 
I know of so many projects that repeat mistakes. Although this is not a specific example, I think that 
the problem is largely based on the fact that within operations, staff are usually assigned to either 
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processing OR implementation. With this set up, once a project is designed, then someone else has 
to implement it, and the issues that arise from unrealistic design are not addressed by the person 
who designed the project. Having the person who designs projects implementing them would make 
for greater interest in learning from other examples and failures. 
I rather not.  
In some sectors, unworkable project design is repeatedly used despite failure to deliver the intended 
output/outcome from previous projects. 
internal or external? 
KGZ CBISSP-S 
Lack of project preparedness  
lack of systematic and meaningful engagement of stakeholders  lack of problem analysis  lack of 
continuous  adjustment to changing circumstances  lack of long-term perspective  repetition of 
project designs that are known to have failed in the past  lack of governance risk assessment and 
mitigation measures 
Large loan cancellation in CWRD indicates lessons not learned.  
Loan - xx PHI: Second Agrarian Reform Community Development Project  
many projects face implementation constraints due to ignored lessons learned 
Many projects in the Pacific for ignoring local knowledge, not undertaking sector studies, not 
providing intense supervision at project start, and for not assessing the macroeconomic context. 
Many road projects did not take into account the operations and maintenance lessons of previous 
projects which did not properly sustain the road assets that were built and, thus, repeated the same 
mistakes. 
Most projects are too ambitious and broad in scope 
multi-IA set-up led to difficulties in implementation 
Multi-tranche Financing Facility 
Need for timely communication with stakeholders  
New projects are unlikely to have any significant development impact. 
No specific project but frequent occurrences of the lack of operations and maintenance 
Omitting in-depth stakeholder analysis or local institutional arrangements analysis  
One of the EA keeps on struggling to deliver 15% Disb per annum with only 50 kilometer of road to 
construct within 3 years.  They failed miserable reaching the Disbursemen %age and also completing 
50km/3 years.  We then processed BIGGER loans for LONGER roads for the same EA.  The design and 
implementation arrangement are copied from the previous project.  Do you think they EA can cope 
with the new project? (I have got more projects to name.  Please contact me if you are interested)    
Also, we keep on assigning Mission Leaders for heavily engineering infrastructure projects (power 
plants, road & bridges, hydropower, transmission & distribution, water treatment plants, gas & water 
pipelines, etc.  Those Mission Leaders have to talk on daily basis with the utilities staff including 
management who mostly engineers.  We, as institution has failed miserable learning from our own 
mistake that in order to have efficient and effective project we need to have the right people with 
the right skills to match our projects and clients requirements.  Perhaps, ADB should learn 
MIRRORING communication techniques to become more efficient.    Also, this type of survey is good 
but only to the benefits of few as those gather all good ideas from this survey gets promoted and 
the ideas and the originator are forgotten.  
persistent disregard of challenges surrounding multiple implementing agencies when designing 
projects 
PHI etrike 
Philippine E-trike project made fundamental errors in design, execution and capability of partners 
Poor project readiness 
Prefer not to answer as my answer probably would suggest my identity. 
Private Equity Funds  
Project team did not consult OAI regarding one of the red flags identified during initial due diligence 
and later on, the issue brought down the entire transaction just before going for board approval. 
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Projects in the CRP 
projects were lessons on poor design were pointed out by OSFMD, but ignored ( e-trikes in the 
Philippines). 
Projects were not "failures," but significant money was lost in at least two countries when ADB 
turned a blind eye to proven fraud in procurement.  ADB is currently trying to get money back from 
another country for fraud and overpricing: this after the Ministry of Finance was caught revising 
invoices to make ADB pay 100% of costs (rather than the 90% in the project documents).  Full 
development objectives in all cases were seriously compromised. 
Projects where first tranche of MFF did not meet objectives and had poor performance, yet second 
tranche approved 
Quality of outputs (rural infrastructures) delivered was bad due to wrong implementation 
arrangement designed 
repeating the same project design - leading to poor outcomes 
safeguards 
Serious implementation problems due to lack required capacity building PIU/PMO.  Rapid loss of 
economic value of ADB investment due to insufficient funding to maintain the project 
Some PBLs in recent years repeated mistakes identified in earlier PBLs, such as overloading on 
conditionalities and not undertaking sufficient political economy and institutional analysis to ensure 
real buy in and readiness to implement reforms 
Some projects went to the Board with poor implementation readiness. 
The Lesson: Scattered project sites with weak IAs. Result: No progress in implementation and scope 
change will be processed. 
The most heard stories are lessons in one operation department is not taken by another. Similar 
failure is then repeated. 
The resettlement-related lessons from Cambodia's Highway 1 project appeared not to have been 
learned as the same issues happened again under railway rehabilitation project.  
The sub-sector is least priority in the development of the DMC, the processing team ignored the 
lessons learnt, and continued to explore the project, as a result, project failed. 
There are instances in which key project aspects may be recommended from previous projects, but 
are not incorporated in new efforts (e.g., capacity development, audits, etc.) 
Third party knowledge 
UZB:Rural Basic Education Project --- did not incorporate any safeguards for weaknesses in the 
procurement capacity of the EA and IA. 
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Question 27: What is your Best Estimate of the Consequences of Failure of the Project Described 
Above... 

 
1. Note this question was only asked to people who answered “Yes” to question 25. 
 

Figure 28: Answers to Question 27 

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey. 

 
 

a) A loss of reputation 40 
b) A financial loss or waste of less than $10 million US 7 
c) A financial loss or waste of more than $10 million US 14 
d) A project/results delay of less than a year 10 
e) A project/results delay of more than a year 35 
f) Failure to deliver developmental goals 43 
g) Loss of a client or sponsor 3 
h) Impossible to quantify 11 
i) I don’t know 5 
Other (please specify) 3 

 

Other options 
Compliance Review Panel case 
fund flow from rent of e-trikes by LGUs and repayment by central government is completely unclear, As such, 
even if implemented, the project is likely not to achieve sustainability 
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Question 28: Do you have a Suggestion to improve Learning through  Lessons at ADB? If so, please 
add below. 

 
Note this question was only asked to people who answered “Yes” to question 25. 

- training on how to write up lessons  - internal meetings/document where more candid lessons can 
be documented, as PCRs tend to be more sanitised. 
(i)    Focus IED exclusively on strategic and corporate reviews, not project reviews.   (ii)   Further 
develop peer networks and subsector lead practictioners  (iii)  Include mandatory appendix to RRP on 
technical description of project.  (iii)  Focus more efforts on ensuring quality of detailed terms of 
reference for consulting assignments through mandatory review by peers / sector group, and library of 
good practice ToRs. 
1. May sound like a loaded statement, but "ADB needs to adopt a learning culture"  2. The Sector 
Groups (Technical Advisors) should be mandated and given resources to capture lessons, and they 
should also be clearly required to review how lessons learnt are reflected in project design 
1. There should not be any pressure on project officers to show the project successful.    2. A reality 
check that lessons have been properly taken care of while designing new projects. 
ADB has no effective internal audit system to monitor the work effectiveness of each unit's action and 
decision making process especially for individual project implementation. This creates a vacuum for 
staff responsibility and accountability which includes learning from his/her past mistakes or improving 
their future  performance for the same actions. This vacuum also creates a culture to avoid take 
responsibility and making necessary decisions thus creating inefficiencies both in decision making 
(unnecessary delays with internal consultations) and operational procedures (unnecessarily 
cumbersome and very descriptive rules). I suggest to create internal audit mechanism in ADB which is 
an integral part of good governance of any organization.        
ADB operates vicariously, primarily through DMC agencies. As such lesson learning will fail if this is 
seen as an internal ADB process. It will only succeed if done collaboratively with DMC EAs/IAs, as well 
as our contractors/consultants who are instrumental to our work. 
ADB should take this matter seriously. 

Again, as long as ADB's window-dressing corporate culture persists, it would be difficult. 

Arrange sector-wise forums and give  opportunity to successful mission leaders who have process and 
implemented projects to  share their experience. IED has no such a capacity. most of IED staff are 
there as they could not perform in operational departments. Most of them have no sector knowledge 
or expertise. It was very pity to see that failiears evaluate other projects. 
As a learning organization, ADB should perhaps put more emphasis on improving the quality and 
objectivity of PCRs and ensure that lessons learned are not only captured properly but also used as 
mandatory input at concept stage for new (similar) projects/design of problem trees and DMFs.  In 
addition, there is room for increasing overall awareness in this regard within ADB. 
Assessment of the performance and impact of a project would greatly benefit from dialogue with 
stakeholders (currently the IED approach). This should be encouraged as a more systematic approach 
for operations project teams also (when drafting TCRs, PCRs etc.). 
Before a project is closed and prior to doing a PCR, the team leader should, through a mission activity, 
prepare an initial list of lessons learned and should be update in eOps.This can be confirmed during 
PCR and can be accessed by other colleagues in ADB working on similar projects. 
Better database of the core documents that provide lessons  Encouraging more informal exchange of 
lessons learned  Implementing a formal structure that forces review of certain agreed documents 
where it is pre agreed that lessons can be accessed 
Better management of the large volume of untapped/unmanaged knowledge from TA operations over 
the past few decades; better guidance notes and synthesis pieces that conveniently put together 
lessons for specific sectors and subsectors; better leveraging of other MDBs' lessons for specific types 
of projects 
Better search software 
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Clear guidance on where to find lessons in specific areas which could be part of a checklist during 
processing, e.g., "lessons learnt on [area] from [document] have been incorporated in the project 
design". 
Close discussion between IED and Project Team 
conducting lessons sharing events, documenting lessons in fact sheets and making them readily 
available, and rewarding those who effectively incorporate lessons. 
Disseminate real life examples of applying lessons learned. Conduct training on these case studies to 
staff..   
document repository with easy search engines and access to ALL non confidential documents, 
including consultants reports 
Document the lesson learned in the PCR and Evaluation Report and create a database for sector, 
country, etc. 
Documented lessons are not so beneficial nor useful. Experiences and lessons have some specific 
context which may be irrelevant to all. Lesson can be shared through discussion with experts who 
accumulate knowledge. Or the experts should screen all projects and provide relevant advice to 
project managers. ADB needs such core knowledge hub.  
Establish a lessons database. 

Evaluation and using evaluation findings/lessons in project/program design and implementation 
remain poor in ADB. 
Every mandate needs to be resourced. Right now operational departments have little-to-no human or 
financial resources they can draw on to capture and apply lessons learned and best practices. 
Operational knowledge capture, and application of best practices and lessons learned, needs to be 
mainstreamed in project cycle. 
For IED's evaluation reports, stop consultation with RDs. IED's opinions on project quality must be 
"Independent". If there will be clear misjudgment in IED's report, it must be used for IED's capacity 
building. The project Director and above who signed off the project quality as well as project quality 
control departments must be penalized if the evaluation rating is low.  
Formalize it in the workplans of Sector Directors. 

Give more responsibility to staff and they will gain an extra motivation to learn. 

hard to find anything in EVIS, bad search function. 

Hire evaluation people who have actually designed and implemented projects themselves. 

I am interested in IED, SPD and BPMSD together to support Management in developing a culture of 
learning in ADB, properly measured and monitored.  
I don't think the paradigm of learning lessons as a useful tool is supported by evidence (other than 
using the term lessons as a catch-all phrase to attribute good things that happen). Knowledge as an 
emergent phenomenon is much more complex. Everything we know is derived from rejected 
hypotheses. Calling these lessons is meaningless since everything we do would be based on a near 
infinite number of lessons. Picking out salient "lessons" is risky as it's usually unclear what the external 
valididity of such lessons is.  Or less pretentiously: documenting lessons seem to work less well than 
generating knowledge organically and share it through the involvement of experts in projects who can 
exercise judgement to say which lessons apply. 
I think lesson-learning happens more by speaking to experienced colleagues.  Rarely does one search 
and read documents unless it is pointed out to.   
IED has made many suggestions over the years. Nothing new to add.  

IED in their evaluations and in documenting lessons learned need to consult with project teams to in 
order to provide a fair and objective assessment. IED does not have staff with sector expertise and are 
thus not able to credibly prepare evaluations and lessons learned. They need to collaborate more 
across ADB. Relying on consultants for evaluations is not advisable as they are ven less familar with 
ADB operations.  
IED may have more and constructive interaction with sector operations specialists, during project 
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design, a lessons learned marketplace and forum and workshops should be organized, and IED should 
organize and carry out in cooperation with operations departments regular lessons learned 
blogs/newsticker on the ADB website 
IED needs to make a greater effort to discuss PVRs with operations staff who worked on the project.  

IED page should be improved 

IED team to join processing teams to ensure lessons learned are incorporated in project design 

IED to change its basic stance and be prepared to say good things as good. 

IED uses lots of resources just for evaluation of completed project completion reports. Rather those 
resources shall be used to support the operation departments to preapre a more comprehensive 
lessons learnt chapter in the project completion reports and also to include them in country or 
thematic group specific space for staff to click a button and get required information. 
If not done yet, create a compilation of lessons learned (by sector, theme, etc.) which can be accessed 
easily (e.g., from the intranet Resources). 
If the learning though lesions session for new staff joined within a tear is held, it would be helpful; 
the session  addresses how to use and integrate lessons in project formulating/DMF, what is 
expectation of using lessons, and introduces cases (good and bad project examples, with integrating 
lessons and without lessons) to show what happened with ignoring lessons.  
IFC has a weekly bulletin on lessons learned with a popular vote/rating system. Documenters can win 
cash prizes twice a year. It's non punitive so even things that were disasters are encouraged to be 
shared. 
Improve quality of lessons learned, systems that support easy retrieval of relevant and current lessons, 
culture of lessons learning and sharing, reward system for significant contributions by staff to improve 
project designs based on specific previous lessons, experiences   
Improve quality of review missions and documentation, PCRs, and TCRs 

Incorporating lessons learned from previous projects should be mandatory in RRPs 

increase awareness among staff about ADB proactive and collective approaches to gathering and 
acting on ‘lessons learned’ from ongoing and closed loans and TAs 
Indoctrinate new staff in IED lesson learning outside of the induction process. Run a separate course. 

It is very difficult to directly reflect lessons from previous projects in the design of a new project. 
However, understanding the past and other countries' experience is sometimes helpful to have 
productive policy dialogue with the client government.  
It will be good for IED to (i) regularly share major lessons affecting project design and implementation 
with RDs; and (ii) monitor whether recommendations from IED reports are reflected in new projects 
prepared by RDs. 
It's not really about lessons learned, since once a project is in the pipeline, it will be implemented. 
Additional efforts may be paid to avoid previous problems, but implementation continues anyway, 
sometimes resulting in learning the same lessons over and over again. Hence, this learning aspect will 
remain to be of limited value (and so do PVR's). Quality control at the gate (programming) should be 
better, but ADB does not easily question it's portfolio. The more, the better... 
Keeping records centrally (perhaps from PCRs) and disseminate to staff to aware availability, address, 
user friendly. Training to staff could be needed. 
Learning should be the prominent internal measure of success for ADB staff rather than approval of a 
loan. 
Lesson should be written in a form or content type that can be easily read.  Generic lessons should be 
avoided, and newness should be emphasized. 
lesson-learning is an cross cutting and ongoing process. Formalization does not help, because lessons 
are in divers fields.   Newbies need more support. Experienced staff has most lessons learnt 
incorporated or have qualified opinion about specific lessons learnt.   Therefore lesson-learning is 
more relevant for new staff. ADB is very poor in coaching new staff. Improvement there should be 
incorporated. 
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Lessons are context specific. It cannot stand by itself. Also need to distinguish between internal 
procedural lessons and external sharable lessons 
Lessons should be monitored by the sector staff in SDCC across regional departments to ensure better 
design and implementation and feedback to IED and operational departments 
Lessons unfold in the course of implementation. Key attention to implementation (not processing) 
needs to be given if ADB wishes to remain relevant to the rapidly changing development environment. 
Limitations to documenting lessons in a relevant format should be recognized. Instead, staff expertise 
and experiences, as a dynamic lesson repository that allows tailoring of lessons to a specific project 
and country context, should be made use of more regularly. Allocating time to staff in the work plan 
and establishing a system to rate contributions, both by contributor and team receiving inputs, could 
be one way of interactive lesson sharing and directly influencing project design and implementation.  
Make it mandatory during concept paper stage and portfolio review meetings 

Managers/Directors should be promoting good use of lessons 

more knowledge sharing events and horizontal collaboration across departments will help to discuss 
and absorb lessons and knowledge produced elsewhere. 
More resources should be put into supporting operational staff to document and share lessons 
learned. Also, better incentives should be established to encourage staff to document lessons learned.  
More staff consultation. 

Most of the elements under question 20 are useful. 

Much more training 

n/a 

NA 

Need more project stories - not just PCRs and Evaluation Reports 

Need to extend peer review process to share the lessens more effectively.  

Need to focus more on documentation in the process of learning through lessons   

Need to highlight the value of lesson learning to project officers in ops. Avoid repetition of mistakes 
and underestimated designs 
No 

No 

no 

no comment 

No specific suggestion. 

no THANKS 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none at this time. 

None. 

None. 

None.  

PCR ratings should be realistic and taken into account when processing (continuation) projects. 
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PCR should be done by an independent external consultant managed by IED. PCR prepared through 
operations departments faces conflict of interest.   Lessons are specific to projects. Codified lessons 
that are generalized are often not so useful. IED should consider translating lessons better so that 
specific useful lessons are not diluted and lose values.  
Performance based recruitment and staff management is the most important. More resources for 
STGs and more operational staff time to spend on preparation, implementation and 
evaluation/documentation. Incentives for good project documentation should be given.     
Please make available all the complex and learning lessons on one platform, like different site or 
portal. 
Please reconsider the way IED write the reports. These are extremely hard to read. 

Process needs to systematized and promoted widely across ADB, with leadership shown by President 
and IED DG 
Project RRP and/lr checklist includes linked and related projects (both previous in a series and related 
in terms of post project evaluation) 
Project team to coordinate with IED for project formulation 

proper filing system and inform staff how to access to the system 

Provide the right incentives.  

Recognise the availability of experienced staff and create enabling environment for such staff to 
volunteer for sharing their knowledge.  
Require project staff to built on them.  This could be built in to the design process.  If IED also 
reviewed concept papers and RRPs, they could weigh in. 
Reward innovative effort 

Reward staff who produces knowledge products based on project implementation and policy 
consultation experience.  
See previous comment. Have staff who design projects implement them. That would make staff 
interested in learning from mistakes, rather than satisfying project design requirements only (and not 
aiming to make the most effective project). 
Specific lessons should be clearly captured for each project in a particular sector noting key factors 
that impacted the outcome. These should then be classified in a lessons database (perhaps EVIS) 
under specific sector and country contexts. This can provide an easy "ready reckoner" embedded as 
part of the project design process of operations depts. 
Staff performance should include metrics from post project-approval stages. Getting a project to 
board is only a fraction of the work required. 
Staff processing new loans should have done at least 2 PCRs as Mission leader/ co mission leader  

Staffs should be made aware of this and should be educated regarding the same as a part of project 
execution. 
Strengthen institutional memory 

The author of lessons shall have sound expertise in such a field and the project in a specific DMC. 
Otherwise, lessons may be correct from technical point of view but may not be valid from reality point 
of view. 
The awareness on the lessons learnt is weak among the staff. I would highly recommend more 
awareness on the lessons learnt through a webpage, intranet, ADB today or any other possible way.  
The biggest challenge is improving ADB's work culture which is currently too individualistic and or too 
hierarchic. Project staff are made individual mission leaders, with lack of serious peer-support. 
National staff is treated as subordinate. One-ADB mainly means that the resident mission does the 
work, and the sector division claims the credit, if it is innovative. There is no culture of team-work, or 
joint responsibility, so a mission-leader is mainly on his own, managing consultants and managing 
inputs from single-minded focused supporting departments who are complaining they are involved 
too late but on the other hand can never guarantee serious sustainable inputs because of their 
workload. OSFMDs favorite answer is still 'no precedent'. The Pavlov response from ADB is then 
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developing more guidelines and systems, instead of creating a corporate learning culture. I do not 
mind, since the focus is on disbursement, so let's be honest with ourselves, and do not give mixes 
messages. The focus is disbursement and project approvals, the rest is still perceived as luxury. 
The link to provide ongoing feedback from project implementation teams to project processing teams 
should be strengthened. The planned strengthening of RMs should be carefully implemented so this 
link will not be weakened.  
The project concept clearance should have a section on lessons learned both good and bad in similar 
projects/sectors with project team recommendations 
The PSOD - IED interface is broken and not useful. The XARR process is too bureaucratic and 
antagonistic to be helpful in identifying lessons and incorporating them. This is a big loss to the Bank. 
Thematic Working Groups have the capacity to focus more on lessons learned and work with IED and 
relevant Departments to develop a culture of learning and knowledge sharing, through communities 
of practice, focused publications, discussions, trainings etc.  
there needs to be a more open culture so that there is more honesty in identifying lessons learnt, also 
more discussion with those outside the project who can see what the lessons are 
There should be an awareness session for non project staff too. Thanks  

These lessons should be easily accessible to staff and staff should be made aware of such lessons 
continuously (e.g., through ADB today). 
This cannot be the "domain" of a single department in ADB - lessons need to be solicited from multiple 
stakeholders - perceptions are often quite different. IED evaluations are often done from such a 
distance from the reality that what is identified has little relevance or little replicability. Operations 
departments don't focus enough on stepping back to learn from and share learning from project 
design and implementation. SDCC colleagues are often so far from operations reality, that lessons 
identified are irrelevant. There needs to be a better sharing of critical issues, questions, approaches 
and options - and to see learning as a process and design as a creative enterprise for which checklists 
can only provide the simplest and very surface steps. What is often missing is depth, clear 
understanding of the sector and political economy of implementation. 
This survey, and the analysis it supports, needs to be specific about what "lessons" means.  Here in 
PSOD, projects succeed or fail based on two broad criteria: (a) development impact and (b) 
commercial viability.  The former (development impact) is perhaps akin to that of the RDs; the latter 
(commercial viability) is more unique to PSOD.      The common knock on PSOD is that the department 
is less concerned with (a), and is overly concerned with (b).  In reality, the two are fairly intertwined: a 
nonsovereign project which is not living up to its proposed impact probably is one that is failing 
financially (since it is, by definition, not state-guaranteed).      Unlike in the RDs, most potential PSOD 
projects never make it through the rigorous investment review process. That review depends heavily 
on PSOD experience, and ultimately hinges on the question, "Will experience show that this 
investment will work?" Failing to heed the lessons of experience would be a recipe for disaster.      
Supporting this review is the fact that every PSOD project is reviewed annually through its project life -
- not just through construction, or through the first years of operation, but through the entire 
financing.  If PSOD does a 5-year loan, then ADB is reviewing it for 5 years; for a 20-year loan, for 20 
years.     (Most of the time, to be frank, the more helpful inputs here are not found in IED reports, but 
in on our own shop and with ORM.) 
To have a common database to capture the lessons learnt in terms of different categories ( energy , 
Transport  etc) , different schemes and different technicalities  ( technical ,environmental ,social etc) 
To strengthen OSFMDs' function in project management, rather than a procurement department. 

Using a checklist of lessons learnt from previous similar projects to consider during the designing of 
new projects 
We need a lessons manual 

While we obviously need to improve lessons learning & sharing, we should resist the urge to formalize 
this too much: given ADB's culture, this won't lead to candid lesson learning.  Also, project officers are 
under increasing pressure to deliver large projects, under tight time constraints: the process of 
learning lessons needs to be simple and the lessons learned need to be operationally relevant and very 
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easy to use / plug in their projects. They should not only focus on impact (or lack of), but on the "how 
to".  Finally, the survey didn't mention consultants. A tremendous amount of lesson learning actually 
happens informally through consultants hired during the PPTA stage, during project design and 
implementation. In many OD, the same senior consultants are hired over multiple projects. They hold 
tremendous knowledge. 
yes, institute formal requirement for AAR (After Action Report  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/After_action_report 
Yes, support the move to strengthen ADB as a learning and knowledge development institution. 

You cannot leave it to individual's inclination. Make it part of every project/TA process, just like a 
PCR/TCR is. It is one more thing you need to do. This would also provide impetus to proj leaders to 
actually achieve results rather than design, approve, and dump on someone else. 
You may want to consider beginning with putting the right people with the right skills in their 
relevant position. (eg. How would you expect a financial specialist talking about transmission project 
or hydro power plant with the EDV (Vietnam Electricity Company) staff who are mostly engineers?  
Furthermore, how do you expect the financial specialist learn about energy projects if he/she does not 
have qualifications or interest in the sector?).  If we have the right people with the right skills, then 
these people will become the champion of learning and subsequently transform into the mentor of 
younger staff.  There are more to say.  It is discouraging to see that ADB still think that its clients are 
not knowledgeable and ADB is superior to them.  This is dangerous as more and more of our clients 
are young and extremely well educated with masters and PhDs from overseas in their own technical 
turfs.  On the contrary ADB does not.  Time will come when ADB will be embarrassed as our clients 
understand more than us and when this comes, they will only need the money from ADB and not our 
governance, knowledge, etc.  This times is fast approaching therefore we need to start putting the 
right people and skills at the forefront of our operations.  Start learning MIRRORING communications 
technique. 

 
Analysis 
 
1. The suggestions above were grouped into a number of themes, and the frequency of mention 
of these themes is shown below.  
 

Figure 29: Themes from Suggestions Received as Answers to Question 28

 
Source: Independent Evaluation Department Survey 
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Results of the Review of Lessons from Reports and Recommendations to 
the President (RRPs)  

 
A. RRP review for Public Sector Projects 
 
1. IED conducted a review of the identification of lessons within public sector RRPs3 and made the 
following observations and conclusions: 
 

(i) Of the 141 projects approved, 93 projects (66%) identified lessons in the RRP main 
report (5 projects reflected lessons in the sector assessment summary).   

(ii) Two thirds of the 93 RRPs reflected lessons relating to project management. Over half 
(58%) had lessons on project design, and over a third were on sector and thematic 
issues (categorized technical).  

(iii) Only 53 of the 141 RRPs (38%) cited sources of lessons.   
(iv) A few (4 projects) cited to external studies such as reports of other MDBs, and 42 

referenced to RRPs and project completion reports. Although the operations manual 
(para 1) mentioned that lessons are available in EVIS, only 19 RRPs cited IED studies  

(v) 9 RRPs stated that experiences and lessons learned from past projects will be reflected 
in the new project. However, the RRPs did not specify what these lessons were.  

(vi) The review found 2 projects with nearly identical lessons, suggesting lessons from one 
sector assessment was copy pasted into the assessment for the other project 

(vii) Few of the RRPs reviewed had country context-related lessons (the review counted only 
2).  

(viii) Lessons identified under the broad project management umbrella center around a few 
recurring themes: They underline the importance of technical assistance (TA) to support 
capacity development of executing and implementing agencies, working in close 
collaboration with other development partners active in the sector to avoid duplication 
of efforts and overlaps.   

(ix) The quality of the discussion of lessons in the RRPs and sector assessments is mixed. In 
at least 2 instances, the RRP had a paragraph captioned lessons learned that did not 
incorporate any lesson but only presented facts about the project As mentioned above, 
some RRPs also reported that lessons were incorporated in the project design but did 
specify the lessons, thus limiting the utility of the lessons for future and ongoing 
projects. The absence of lesson citations also prevents project teams from taking a 
closer look at the source studies/reports to determine the extent to which the lessons 
may be applicable to the project being designed. 

 
B. RRP review for Private Sector Projects 
 
2. A similar review of private sector RRPs was undertaken. It found that of 33 private sector RRPs, 
only 6 referenced lessons and none of these lessons were explicitly from IED, even though the private 
sector guidelines explicitly ask for IED lessons.  All 6 were from ADB experience and addressed project 
design issues rather than project management, country context, or technical issues. 
 

                                                
3  “Lessons Identified in Reports and Recommendations to the President for Sovereign Projects” were based on the RRP approvals 

over the one year period as covered in the 2017 AER. 
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